
Towards a System for Simulating DNA Computing with Whiplash PCRAkio Nishikawa and Masami HagiyaDepartment of Information Science, Graduate School of the University of Tokyo, Tokyo, JAPANfnisikawa, hagiyag@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jpAbstract- Whiplash PCR, a reaction in whichhairpin DNA structures are extended by poly-merase, is a useful method for DNA comput-ing. For example, state transitions can be imple-mented by this method. However, the feasibilityof using whiplash PCR in a speci�c DNA algo-rithm should be carefully considered. We haveimplemented a general-purpose simulator to aidthose who design protocols and algorithms forDNA computing, that includes whiplash PCR.In this paper, the simulator, including its datastructures and a simulation algorithm, is de-scribed, and then the results of simulating statetransitions with whiplash PCR are discussed.1 IntroductionDNA computing has recently become a new research�eld. Most of the basic operations for DNA comput-ing come from established biological techniques, includ-ing ligation, PCR, restriction digestion, and so on. Inaddition to these operations, whiplash PCR was pro-posed as a useful new operation [hagi97]. In whiplashPCR, DNA polymerase extends the 30-end of a hair-pin structure. If the subsequence at the 30-end is con-sidered to encode the current state of the molecule,this reaction can be considered as a state transition.Various applications of whiplash PCR have been re-ported [hagi97, saka98, win98a]. However, the experi-mental conditions for the operation must be consideredcarefully, to prevent unexpected competition betweenintra-molecular and inter-molecular reactions. There-fore, it is desirable to check the feasibility of whiplashPCR with simulations before performing actual experi-ments.There are already some simulators for DNA com-puting. For example, Winfree analyzed the assem-bly of DNA tiles with his simulator [win98b]. Zhangand Shin developed a toolkit for simulating DNA reac-tions [zhang98] and simulated various DNA algorithms.We have also developed a general-purpose simulator forDNA computing [nishi99]. To our knowledge, our sim-ulator is the only one that can simulate reactions in-volving hairpin structures. We recently extended thesimulator, so that it can now simulate whiplash PCR.Using the simulator, we examined the feasibility ofimplementing state transitions by whiplash PCR, andobserved the competition between intra-molecular and

inter-molecular reactions.This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-tion, we briey explain whiplash PCR. In Section 3, theimplementation of the simulator is described. In Sec-tion 4, some simulation results by using it are reportedin detail. Section 5 includes some discussion, and the�nal section contains our concluding remarks.2 Whiplash PCRWhiplash PCR is a reaction in which the 30-end of asingle-strand DNA molecule, taking a hairpin form, isextended using a subsequence of itself as the templatefor polymerization (Figure 1). If we regard the subse-quence at the 30-end as encoding the current state of themolecule, this reaction can be viewed as a state transi-tion. Therefore, a DNA molecule can be a �nite statemachine whose transition table is encoded within themolecule itself.
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Figure 1: A hairpin structure for whiplash PCRStated more precisely, the transition table consists ofsubsequences in the formstopper�state 0�state,where state denotes the state before a transition, andstate 0 denotes the state after the transition.A sequence complementary to that of the currentstate is attached to the 30-end of the molecule. Assumethat it is the complement of state. Since the moleculeforms a hairpin structure, the 30-end of the molecule an-neals to the subsequence state, in the transition table ofthe molecule. The complement of state 0 is then addedto the 30-end by polymerization. The stopper sequence,denoted by stopper , stops polymerization right after thecomplement of state 0 is added. This function is calledpolymerization stop.There is more than one method to implement poly-merization stop. The method we employ is to removeone of the four bases from the polymerization bu�er anduse a string of the complement of the removed base asthe stopper sequence.



Notice that the state machine described here does notread an input symbol at each transition, though one cansupply input as a part of its initial state. In order toimplement a machine that reads an input symbol at eachtransition, one can use a transition table consisting ofsubsequences of the following form.stopper�state 0�input�stateAt each transition, an input symbol is �rst attached tothe 30-end of the DNA molecule. However, as we explainbelow, we are more interested in successive transitionsperformed in a one-pot reaction (without interruptionfor input), because they enable O(1)-computation of NP-complete problems, etc.If the hairpin structure formed to enable a transi-tion is denatured, then a new hairpin structure can beformed to enable a further transition. Experimentally,we have veri�ed that thermal cycling or the appropriateiso-thermal conditions can achieve successive transitions.The entire reaction just explained is called a whiplashPCR. By allowing successive transitions in a one-pot ex-periment, we can gain a high computational power witha constant number of bio-steps (biological steps). Weassume here that� Any number of transitions can occur by a singlebio-step.� The length and the amount of DNA molecules donot a�ect the number of bio-steps.Under these assumptions, some NP-complete problemscan be solved in O(1)-computation, where O(1) meansthat the number of required bio-steps is independent ofthe problem size.So far, we have proposed many applications forwhiplash PCR. Parallel computation of Boolean formu-las, O(1)-computation for solving various NP-completeproblems [win98a], including the n-SAT problem, Hamil-tonian path problem, vertex cover problem, direct sumproblem and so on.3 The SimulatorThe authors have developed a general-purpose simula-tor for DNA computing, called VNA (Virtual NucleicAcid) [nishi99]. It consists of four parts. There aretwo main modules: the hybrid analyzer for abstract se-quences and the numeric calculator based on di�erentialequations. They are closely related with each other. Theother two parts are the graphical user-interface moduleand supplementary modules. Users can add functions tothe simulator by preparing supplementary modules, ifnecessary. Figure 2 shows an overview of the simulatorand summarizes the interactions between the modules.
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Figure 2: Summary of the interactions within the simu-lator3.1 Data StructuresAn abstract sequence is a �nite sequence of abstractbases. A letter of the alphabet, either lowercase or up-percase, represents each abstract base. A lowercase al-phabetic letter is considered as complementary to thecorresponding uppercase letter and vice versa. Each ab-stract sequence has two ends; one is called the 50-end,and the other the 30-end. The sequence is usually writtenfrom the 50-end to the 30-end. Two abstract sequencesare complementary to each other if they consist of com-plementary bases when one sequence is read from the50-end to the 30-end, and the other is read from the 30-end to the 50-end. For example, the abstract sequences,ab and BA, are complementary to each other.A hybrid consists of abstract sequences and bondsbetween them. Since a hybrid may contain more thanone occurrence of the same abstract sequence, we use theword \strand" to denote an occurrence of an abstractsequence in a hybrid.A bond associates two subsequences of strands thatare complementary to each other. Each bond consists ofthe strands whose subsequences are associated, the posi-tion of each subsequence in the strand, and the length ofthe bond. For example, the following hybrid consists oftwo strands, abc and FEDCB, and a bond between them.abc||BCDEFNotice that FEDCB is written from the 30-end to the 50-end in the �gure. The bond consists of the two strands,the position of bc in abc, the position of CB in FEDCB,and the length of the bond, i.e., 2.A bond can associate a strand with itself. Forexample, the following hybrid consists of one strand,abcFEDCB, and one bond, which associates the subse-quences, bc and CB, in the same strand, as shown.abcF|| EBCD



It is always a vexing problem to judge the equalitybetween linked data structures like hybrids in our simu-lator. In order to judge the equality of hybrids, we nor-malize hybrids into their normal forms. To obtain thenormal form of a hybrid, we �rst choose the root strandof the hybrid according some criterion. Beginning withthe root strand, we traverse the hybrid along the bonds,visiting strands of the hybrid in a depth-�rst manner.This determines a linear order among the strands.However, if a hybrid contains the same abstract se-quence more than once, there is no unique root strand,and therefore there is no unique normal form in general.This means that the equality of hybrids cannot be judgedcompletely. This does not make simulations impossible,only ine�cient due to the duplication of hybrids and re-actions.3.2 ReactionsHybridization is a reaction in which two hybrids are hy-bridized to form a complex hybrid by a newly createdbond between the two strands, one from each of the twohybrids. At least one of the newly associated subse-quences must be at a free end, i.e., there should be nobond from the subsequence to one end of the strand. Forexample, the hybridsabcF abcF|| E || eBCD BCDcannot form a complex hybrid by a new bond between eand E, because neither subsequence is at a free end.In hybridization, each new bond is created all at onceindependent of length of the new bond, using the max-imal complementary subsequences. For example, whenthe one-strand hybrid, abc, and the one-strand hybrid,FEDCB, are hybridized, the following partial hybrids arenot formed.abc abc| |BCDEF BCDEFIn this paper, the hybridization reaction constant isindependent of the length of the new bond. (We areinvestigating the possibility of making it dependent onthe length.)Self-hybridization is a reaction in which a new bondis created inside a hybrid. A new bond either associatesa strand with itself or associates two strands in the hy-brid. A similar requirement applies to self-hybridization.In this paper, the self-hybridization reaction constant isindependent of the length of the new bond as well as thetopology of the existing bonds in the hybrid. The self-hybridization reaction constant is usually larger than thereaction constant of the hybridization reaction constant.Denaturation is the inverse of hybridization or self-hybridization. In denaturation, a bond in a hybrid isbroken. As a consequence, the hybrid may be split into

two. The denaturation reaction constant is de�ned askfn, where n is the length of the bond to be broken, fis the denaturation factor and is less than 1, and k is thedenaturation constant.After a bond is removed from a hybrid in denatura-tion, any bond that is adjacent to a free end of a strand isautomatically extended. For example, consider the fol-lowing hybrid (left). If the bond between abc and FEDCBis removed, the bond between FEDCB and cde is extendedto obtain the hybrid at the right.abc||BCDEF BCDEF|| |||cde cdeExtension is a reaction in which the 30-end of a strandis extended according to its complementary sequence.For example, the hybridabc||BCDEFis extended to produce either of the following hybrids.abc abcdef||| |||||ABCDEF BCDEFBoth of these hybrids are further extended, and will pro-duce the same hybridabcdef||||||aBCDEFFor extension, it is possible to specify the stopperbase. Extension stops before the stopper base. If E isspeci�ed as the stopper base in the above example, ex-tension stops before E to giveabcdef|||BCDEFThe reaction constant of extension is of the form k=n,where n is the number of abstract bases to be extended.Ligation concatenates two strands if they have a bondto the same strand and the two bonds are adjacent. Thestrands, abc and def, in the following hybrid are con-catenated.abc def\\ ///BCDEFLigation may produce a circular strand. However,in the current implementation of the simulator, circularstrands are not allowed, because molecules including cir-cular strands cannot be identi�ed by the module for thelinear ordering of strands. Ligation reactions that leadto a circular strand are ignored after a warning message.Digestion is a reaction in which a strand is cut at aspeci�ed restriction site if the subsequence at the siteis double stranded. For example, if cd is speci�ed as a



restriction cite, the following hybrid at the left is cut intothe two hybrids at the right.abcdef abc def||||| || |||BCDEF BC DEF3.3 Simulation AlgorithmThe simulator supports two simulation algorithms:threshold and stochastic [nishi99]. To simulate whiplashPCR, we employed the simulation algorithm with thethreshold. Of course, whiplash PCR can also be simu-lated by the stochastic approach. However, the simula-tor cannot calculate the concentration of the hybrids bythe approach. Therefore the simulator cannot select themajor reaction paths by it. The simulator keeps a setof hybrids and a set of active reactions. The former isinitialized with the initial hybrids which are usually one-strand hybrids. The latter is initialized to the empty set.These sets are enlarged as a simulation proceeds. In thecurrent implementation, they are never decreased. Oncea reaction is activated, it is never inactivated.The algorithm iterates the loop consisting of the fol-lowing steps:� Update the concentration of each hybrid using theactive reactions. The increase or decrease in a con-centration is computed from the current concentra-tions of the reactants of the reaction, the reactionconstant, and the duration of each time step.� Enumerate new reactions whose reactants all havea concentration that exceeds the threshold concen-tration. Add the reaction products to the set ofhybrids if they are not already in the set.� Activate the enumerated reactions.Note that after a reaction is made active, it remains ac-tive in the rest of a simulation and contributes to the con-centration computations, even when its products haveconcentrations less than the threshold concentration.4 Simulation results of whiplash PCRAs described in Section 2, whiplash PCR is a usefulmethod for DNA computing. For example, state tran-sitions can be implemented by this method [hagi97,saka98, win98a]. Since state transitions simulated withwhiplash PCR require the polymerization stop at thestopper sequence, we newly added this capability to thesimulator. In our simulator, the stopper sequence is im-plemented as one abstract base. It is set to x in the fol-lowing simulations. Since the simulator was already ableto simulate self-hybridization and form hairpin struc-tures, we were able to try to simulate DNA comput-ing algorithms with whiplash PCR immediately after weadded the capacity of polymerization stop.

In this section, we describe the results of several sim-ulations with whiplash PCR. They are simulations ofthree state transitions, �ve state transitions, and com-petition between intra-molecular and inter-molecular re-actions.4.1 Three state transitions with whiplash PCRFirst, we tried to simulate whiplash PCR for threestate transitions. The only initial sequence wasJxBAxCBxDCxa, which could form a hairpin structure byself-hybridization between A and a, as shown in Figure1. The conditions for the simulation are summarized inTable 2 and are the same as those used for simulating�ve and seven state transitions, described later.Figure 3 shows the result of simulating three statetransitions with the graphical user interface. Each curvein the graph corresponds to one hybrid and only theten most abundant hybrids are plotted, omitting minorproducts. At some time steps the tenth product changes.

Figure 3: Simulating three state transitionsFigure 4 shows the change of strands in three statetransitions. The strands are extended by whiplash PCRand the 3'-end of each strand indicates a state. For ex-ample, the state of the strand JxBAxCBxDCxa is a andthat of JxBAxCBxDCxab is b. The sequence BA in themolecule works as a transition rule from the state a tothe state b. By this transition mechanism, Winfree im-plemented GOTO programs [win98a].



JxBAxCBxDCxa

JxBAxCBxDCxab

JxBAxCBxDCxabc

JxBAxCBxDCxabcd

a b c db cFigure 4: The three state transitionsThree state transitionsSequences YieldInitial JxBAxCBxDCxa 1.0Final JxBAxCBxDCxabcd 0.71Final JxBAxCBxDCxabc 0.13Final JxBAxCBxDCxab 0.11Final JxBAxCBxDCxa 0.04Table 1: Simulating three state transitionsWhile Figure 3 is a graph of the concentrations of thehybrids, the graph shown in Figure 5 plots the concen-trations of the abstract sequences of the hybrids in thesimulation.
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Figure 5: The plot of the concentration of each sequencein three state transitionsThe result shows that the �rst and second transitionsare e�cient compared with the third one. The �rst tallpeak in Figure 3 is the product of the �rst transition.The next two peaks, which nearly overlap, are of theproduct of the second transition. One peak is for thehairpin form, and the other is for the denatured form.4.2 Five and seven state transitions with whip-lash PCRThe initial sequences for �ve and seven statetransitions were JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExa andJxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExGFxHGxa, respectively.

Parameters Valuesthreshold 0.003hybridization const. 0.1self-hybridization const. 1.0denature const. 5.0denature factor 0.5restriction siterestriction const. 0.0ligation const. 0.0extension const. 1.0period of each step 0.01max steps 10,000max concentration 0.3Table 2: The conditions used for simulating three, �veand seven state transitionsFive state transitionsSequences YieldInitial JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExa 1.0Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExabcdef 0.40Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExabcde 0.18Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExabcd 0.14Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExabc 0.13Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExab 0.11Final JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExa 0.04Table 3: Simulating �ve state transitionsThe tendency of the result of simulating �ve statetransitions shown in Table 3 and Figure 6 is almost thesame as that of three state transitions. The yield of the�nal product is, however, smaller than that of three statetransitions.The simulation of seven state transitions shows a dif-ferent tendency from those of three and �ve state transi-tions. It generated almost no �nal product, even thoughwe simulated 40,000 steps and more. The result of the10,000-step simulation is shown in Table 4 and Figure 7.4.3 Competition between intra-molecular andinter-molecular reactionsWe also tried to simulate the competition between intra-molecular and inter-molecular reactions, that is, self-hybridization and normal hybridization.Tables 5 and 6 show the results of two simulationsof competitive reactions. All the basic conditions forthese two simulations are the same, except for the hy-bridization and self-hybridization constants. The sharedconditions are summarized in Table 7.Comparing the results in Tables 5 and 6, we can seethe e�ect of the hybridization and self-hybridization con-stants. If these two constants are equal, as in Table 6,



Seven state transitionsSequences YieldInitial JxBAxCBxDCxEDxFExGFxHGxa 1.0Final JxBAx.......xHGxabcdef 0.23Final JxBAx.......xHGxabcdefg 0.17Final JxBAx.......xHGxabcde 0.17Final JxBAx.......xHGxabcd 0.14Final JxBAx.......xHGxabc 0.13Final JxBAx.......xHGxab 0.11Final JxBAx.......xHGxa 0.04Final JxBAx.......xHGxabcdefgh 0.007Table 4: Simulating seven state transitionsHybrid. const. = 0.01Self-hybrid. const. = 1.0Sequences YieldInitial JxPAxCPxQCxa 1.0Initial JxBAxCBxDCxa 1.0Final JxPAxCPxQCxapcq 0.60Final JxBAxCBxDCxabcd 0.60Final JxBAxCBxDCxab 0.16Final JxPAxCPxQCxap 0.16Final JxBAxCBxDCxabc 0.15Final JxPAxCPxQCxapc 0.15Final JxBAxCBxDCxa 0.08Final JxPAxCPxQCxa 0.08Final JxPAxCPxQCxab 0.004Final JxBAxCBxDCxap 0.004Table 5: Simulating competitive state transitionsHybrid. const. = 0.1,Self-hybrid. const. = 0.1Sequences YieldInitial JxPAxCPxQCxa 1.0Initial JxBAxCBxDCxa 1.0Final JxPAxCPxQCxa 0.37Final JxBAxCBxDCxa 0.37Final JxPAxCPxQCxap 0.34Final JxBAxCBxDCxab 0.34Final JxPAxCPxQCxab 0.14Final JxBAxCBxDCxap 0.14Final JxBAxCBxDCxabc 0.13Final JxPAxCPxQCxapc 0.13Final JxBAxCBxDCxabcd 0.02Final JxPAxCPxQCxapcq 0.01Table 6: Simulating competitive state transitions
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Figure 6: The plot of the concentration of each sequencein �ve state transitions
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Figure 7: The plot of the concentration of each sequencein seven state transitionsthe hybrids produced by inter-molecular hybridizationincrease. In contrast, if the self-hybridization constantis larger, the hybrids produced by inter-molecular hy-bridization become minor and negligible.5 DiscussionWe initially planned to simulate real DNA sequencesrather than abstract sequences, and thought that wecould �nd possible mis-hybridizations by string match-ing between DNA sequences. However, this approachdid not seem practical for large-scale simulations. Evenwith abstract sequences, simulations of reasonable size,such as the simulation of seven state transitions, takedays on the fastest workstations.Although it is more e�cient, the simulator based onabstract sequences, has several disadvantages. First, ab-



parameters valuesthreshold 0.01denature const. 5.0denature factor 0.5restriction siterestriction const. 0.0ligation const. 0.0extension const. 1.0period of each step 0.01max steps 10,000max concentration 0.3Table 7: The shared conditions for the simulationsstract sequences in the current implementation do notcontain information on the length and GC content ofthe corresponding real DNA sequence. Therefore, thephysical properties of abstract sequences, including var-ious reaction constants, should be given a priori. Sec-ond, simulations based on abstract sequences ignore mis-hybridizations and some other experimental errors. Inaddition, since self-hybridizations do not take the dis-tance between strands into account, the simulator pro-duces hybrids that are physically impossible. To min-imize these disadvantages, we must add some new at-tributes to abstract sequences in the future.Whiplash PCR utilizes intra-molecular reactions, es-pecially self-hybridization. The initial sequences forwhiplash PCR include at least one pair of complemen-tary subsequences that can form a hairpin structure.Since the pair of sequences can also form a normalhybrid consisting of two strands, the competition be-tween intra-molecular and inter-molecular reactions can-not be avoided. In general, intra-molecular reactions arefaster than inter-molecular reactions. (It is even possi-ble to force intra-molecular reactions by attaching themolecules to beads.) Of course, we can tune the pa-rameter values of the simulator so that the ratio of thetwo rate constants gives reasonable results. We need tore�ne the reaction model and verifying it with in vitroexperiments.6 Concluding RemarksThis paper presented a simulator for DNA computingwith whiplash PCR. The simulator is still under de-velopment. The paper described the current stage ofthe development and discussed the simulations we have.Based on this discussion, the simulator can be re�nedto be a better tool for designers of DNA computationalgorithms.
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